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Abstract. Live-migration of virtual machines (VMs) has become an in-
dispensable management operation of cloud platforms. The cloud plat-
forms need to migrate multiple co-located and live VMs from one physical
node to another for power saving, load balancing and maintenance. Such
live-migration operations are critical to the running services, and thus
should be completed as fast as possible. State-of-the-art live-migration
techniques optimize the migration performance of single or multiple VMs
by concentrating on Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), little attention
has been given to the cloud platforms which control and schedule the
multiple migration operations. In this paper, we consider the problem of
scheduling migration operations to minimize the makespan.

1 Cloud Platform Managed Migration Operations

Live-migration of VMs has become an indispensable management operation of
cloud platforms. Cloud platforms present users the ability to deploy VMs over
a cluster of physical machines on demand from a centralized management node,
thus building what is usually referred to as a VM-based cloud, which can then be
used to provide IaaS. At the current stage, however, several management issues
still deserve additional investigation, such as performance of management oper-
ations. The research[1] reveals that the burst of management operations such as
VM live-migration is the rule rather than the exception, in the VM-based cloud,
and planning and orchestrating management operations is essential for efficient
cloud operations. State-of-the-art live VM migration techniques optimize migra-
tion performance of single or multiple VMs performed by VMM, whereas the
optimization of scheduling live-migrations centralized managed by cloud plat-
form is still missing, especially for new platform(eg. OpenStack). For example,
it will take more than 2 minutes for OpenStack to migrate 30 idle VMs (KVM
driver), for that the applications within VMs suffer from degraded performance.

In cloud platform like OpenStack and CloudStack, live-migration as a man-
agement operation, is viewed as a transactional interaction between a controller
node and two compute nodes which provide computation capability. The migra-
tion operation has 4 phases: 1) checking that the scheduler on controller node
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finds a proper destination node; 2) pre-migration that the destination node builds
a new idle instance for receiving contents; 3) live-migration that VMM (eg. Lib-
virt in OpenStack) is invoked to perform live-migration of VM from source to
destination using pre-copy method[2]; 4) post-migration is a phase that the in-
stance tears down network and updates its status on source node. In this paper,
we consider optimizing migration operations of multiple co-located VMs from
one physical node to another. Supposing we are given n VMs on the source node
to be migrated, cloud platform will schedule and perform a set of n migration
operations M = {MO1,MO2, . . . ,MOn}, as depicted in Figure 1. For each mi-
gration operation MOi, Tij is its processing time in phase j. Besides phase 1−4,
there is a phase 0 to indicate its waiting time for performing. The objective is to
find a feasible schedule of minimum completion time of n migration operations;
that is, to minimize the makespan C:

min
M

C (M) , (1)

where makespan C is the maximum completion time of n migration operations:

C (M) = max
i

Σ4
j=0Tij , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2)
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Fig. 1. Cloud platform managed VM migration operations

2 Scheduling

2.1 Multiple Migration Operations of Idle VM

In order to save physical resource and reduce operational cost, the cloud plat-
form need to migrate idle or light workload VMs among servers for consolida-
tion. When the cloud platform performs n migration operations of idle VMs
between two nodes, the makespan varies with the number of migration opera-
tions m performed concurrently. If m = 1, n migration operations are performed
sequentially, and with m increasing, more migration operations are executed si-
multaneously in one group. The migration operation in different phases is mainly
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performed on different node (i.e., phase 1 on controller node, phase 2 on desti-
nation node, phase 3 and 4 on source node). When m = Ni, the processing time
of m migration operations in phase i will greatly exceed that of m = Ni − 1,
because the nodes capacity can’t afford that concurrency level. For example, in
phase 1, controller node can’t afford N1 concurrent migration operations and
the processing time would be extremely large compared with that of N1 − 1
operations. The processing time of m concurrent migration operations in phase
i is defined by

Tij(m) =

{
(n−Nj)T

∗
j , n > Nj

T ∗
j , n ≤ Nj

(j = 1, 2, 4)

T ∗
i is a constant coefficient of each equations. Here we perform m migration

operations simultaneously by group. To complete n migration operations, n
m

groups are going to be migrated in all. Because the duration of live-migration
phase of migration operations of idle VM is short compared with other phases,
T3i can be assumed as constant, and let T3i = T ∗

3 . For there’s no different in
Ti1, Ti2, Ti4 among VMs, for these phases are cloud management related, not
VM related. We let Ti1 = T1(m), Ti2 = T2(m), Ti4 = T4(m),m = 1, 2, . . . , n for
convenience. Waiting time in each group should be the maximum time among
{T1(m), T2(m), T4(m)} (Figure 2), so that there is no overlap between different
groups and won’t affect each other. Hence the makespan of n migration opera-
tions is:

C (M) = Tcomplete(m) + Twait(m)(
n

m
− 1), (3)

where Tcomplete is the complete time in one group: Tcomplete(m) = T1(m) +
T2(m) + T ∗

3 + T4(m), and Twait is the waiting time between groups: Twait(m) =
max{T1(m), T2(m), T4(m)}. The optimal number m in one group should be the
minimum point of C (M).
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Fig. 2. Waiting time function
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2.2 Multiple Migration Operations of Busy VM

Sometimes, the cloud platform need to migrate busy VMs among servers for load
balancing. For cloud platform managed migration operations of busy VM, the
live-migration phase is the most influential one than others. We pay attention
to migration operation in phase 3 this time. Supposing the migration operation
MOi with memory size VMi, dirty page rate DRi and bandwidth of each op-
eration regulated as bmi, we estimate processing time of live-migration phase
Ti3 by approximate algorithm[3]. As shown in Algorithm 1, once given input of
MOi: VMi, bmi, DRi, the migration time Ti3 can be estimated by simulating
migration operation.

According to approximate algorithm, network bandwidth is the most influen-
tial parameter. As network bandwidth decreasing, migration performance starts
to degrade rapidly especially for busy VM. We consider following network pa-
rameters: network bandwidth BD in cloud, bandwidth bmi utilized in each op-
eration, and bandwidth bri reserved to maintain an acceptable quality of service
in live-migration phase[5]. bdi, sum of bmi and bri, is a necessity of network
bandwidth for both migration performance and service quality during each mi-
gration. When migration operations are performed simultaneously, the number
of migration operations m is limited so that the sum of m migration operations’
bandwidth bdi can’t exceed network bandwidth BD. To minimize the makespan,
our work is to arrange the order and waiting time for migration operations prop-
erly.

Now it is kind of strip-packing problem: pack items with various width and
height into a big strip which has fixed width and variable height, and the ob-
jective is to minimize the height of strip. In Figure 3, we illustrate n migration

Algorithm 1. Performance
Model for Migration

INPUT: bmi, V Mi, DRi

OUTPUT: Ti3

vo ← VM , vmig ;← 0, tmig ←
0; //Given iterth, vth as default
values
for i = 0 to iterth do

ti ← vi
bmi

;
vi+1 ← ti ·DRi;
tmig ← tmig + ti;
vmig ← vmig + vi;
if vi+1 ≤ vth or vmig ≥ VMi

then
break;

end if
end for
Ti3 ← tmig +

vi+1

bmi

Algorithm 2. Scheduling of migration op-
erations

INPUT: BD, bmi, bri, V Mi, DRi OUT-
PUT: Ti0,C
for i = 0 to n do

Ti3 = f(VMi, bmi, DRi); //f denotes Al-
gorithm 1

end for
bdi = bmi + bri;
[bdk1 , bdk2 , . . . , bdkn ] =
sort([bd1, bd2, . . . , bdn]); //sort by non-
increasing sequence
for i = 0 to n do

//find lowest possible position left justified
for operation ki
(hki , wki) = lowleft(bdki , Ti3);
Tki0 ← hki ;

end for
C← max(hki + Tki3);
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operations, each having live-migration time Ti3 and waiting time Ti0. The width
of strip is bandwidth of network. The height of strip shows the highest opera-
tion (the (n−1)th operation in Figure 3), the makespan in fact. After packing n
migration operations into a 2-D strip composed by time and bandwidth, we will
get an optimal schedule. Though strip packing problem is a NP problem, there
are still some approximation algorithms such as Next-Fit Decreasing Height
(NFDH), or metaheuristic algorithms like annealing and genetic algorithm[4].
Algorithm 2 uses the Bottom-Left (BL) algorithm to find an optimal schedule
to minimize the makespan of cloud platform managed migration operations of
busy VM.
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